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Critical Perspectives Series 199?
in 2011 showtime premiered shameless a comedy drama about the audacious behaviors of
the gallaghers a white working class family living in chicago s south side in 2020 the series
headed into the production of its eleventh and final season making it the longest running
original scripted program in showtime s history shameless explores topics such as poverty
alcoholism teen pregnancy and mental illness the series has been credited with reinventing
working class tv and for humanizing groups that are typically othered or simply laughed at
however others have critiqued the show for relying on and promoting stereotypes and for the
cavalier ways in which it portrays controversial social issues like rape and abortion shameless
sociology critical perspectives on a popular television series offers a critical eye toward topics
such as gentrification pregnancy and abortion racial and gender inequality and homophobia
and illustrates the ways in which shameless sometimes confronts and topples stereotypes yet
at other times serves to reinforce and perpetuate them given the broad appeal of the show
and the diverse topics it covers this book will appeal to the general public as well as
researchers of media culture and social inequalities and undergraduate and graduate
students at institutions of higher education

Shameless Sociology 2020-09-23
in such novels as hotel world and the whitbread prize winning the accidental ali smith has
established herself as one of the most distinctive voices in contemporary fiction covering her
complete oeuvre from the short stories to her most recent novel there but for the this is the
first comprehensive critical guide to smith s work bringing together leading scholars ali smith
contemporary critical perspectives covers such topics as language truth and reality spectral
presences and the uncanny gender and sexuality cosmopolitanism smith s place in the
contemporary canon including a new interview with the author a chronology of her life and
authoritative guides to further reading this is an essential guide for anyone interested in the
best of contemporary fiction

Ali Smith 2013-07-18
this book offers new multidisciplinary perspectives on esports one of the most rapidly
growing sectors in the sports and leisure industries drawing on sociology philosophy
education business economics and sports science this book considers the rise of esports its
impact on sports and society more widely and the direction of travel for esports in the future
featuring cutting edge work from researchers in europe north america and asia this book
explores definitions of esport and virtual sport and the philosophical basis by which we
understand movement and embodiment in the context of digital gaming it considers the
health and well being needs of esports athletes across physical mental and social dimensions
as well as how nutrition and training relate to performance and injury prevention this book
also considers the economics of the esports industry and how the concept of sportification
can be used to describe esports development as well as the challenges and debates
surrounding gender and representation in esports a final section of this book looks at esports
in education in schools and universities and considers the future of esports for a generation
of digital natives this book makes a useful contribution to the growing body of knowledge on
esports and should be a thought provoking read for anybody with an interest in sports studies
gaming or the impact of technology on wider society

Critical Perspectives on Esports 2024-04-17
reviews essays and interviews offer critical interpretations of the works of toni morrison

Toni Morrison 1993
with a new chapter on solar this is an up to date guide to critical writing on ian mcewan
including an interview with the author



Ian McEwan 2013-09-12
hurston s first novel jonah s gourd vine 1934 earned comments ranging from most vital to a
disappointment although the reviewers consistently praised her use of dialect and language
this unique collection includes reviews of mules and men 1935 the first collection of african
american folklore published by an african american their eyes were watching god her 1973
novel that addressed a woman s desire for independence and individuality was favorably
reviewed by alain locke the first black rhodes scholar and one of hurston s professors at
howard university and unfavorably reviewed by richard wright who testily complained that
the book was addressed to a white audience

Zora Neale Hurston 1993
the story of walter white s transformation from chemistry teacher to drug lord has captured
the imagination of television viewers around the world this collection of essays sets the series
in the context of american culture analyzing its reinvention of classic themes in literature a
protagonist who sets out on a quest and discovers things about himself and the world is a
common enough convention in american storytelling typically the hero encounters evil along
the way and acquires worldly wisdom vince gilligan the creator of breaking bad offers a
dynamic variant of this quest posing the question of how far a desperate man facing death
will go in order to achieve a sense of self and financial security for his family going beyond
the obvious ethical issues that have preoccupied viewers and critics alike the essays in this
book cut across disciplines delve deeply into contemporary issues and explore the pure
pleasure and entertainment value of the series

Breaking Down Breaking Bad 2016-05-15
david mitchell is one of the most critically acclaimed authors in contemporary global writing
novels such as ghostwritten cloud atlas and the bone clocks demonstrate the author s
dazzling literary technique in an oeuvre that crosses genres genders and borders moving
effortlessly through time and space david mitchell contemporary critical perspectives brings
together leading scholars of contemporary fiction to guide readers through the full range of
the author s writings including discussions of all of his novels to date plus his shorter fictions
essays and libretti as well as offering extended coverage of mitchell s most popular work
cloud atlas the authors explore mitchell s genre hopping techniques world making aesthetics
and engagements with key contemporary issues such as globalization empire the
environment disability trauma and technology in addition this book includes an expansive
interview with david mitchell as well as a guide to further reading to help students and
readers alike explore the works of this tremendously inventive writer

David Mitchell 2019-07-25
this collection of essays examines landmark british television programs of the last forty years
from doctor who to the office and from the demon headmaster to queer as folk contributions
from prominent academics focus on the full range of popular genres from sitcoms to science
fiction gothic horror and children s drama and reconsider how british television drama can be
analyzed this book will be of interest to students and researchers in many academic
disciplines that study television drama

Popular Television Drama 2005-10-21
this book addresses the significant problems that can arise for pre service teachers teachers
and school leaders who are unprepared for the complexities of 21st century teaching it
focuses on major factors impacting teacher preparation during an era of significant change
including student learning academic growth classroom practice and the efficacy of teachers
in turn the book considers crucial aspects that can enhance educational outcomes and
investigates questions including what impact the changing nature of teachers work has on
teacher preparation how educators can evaluate blended learning and what impact teachers
have on learners this book provides evidence based approaches that can be used to achieve a
positive impact on education and narrow the gap in contemporary and emerging global topics
in education



Critical Perspectives on Teaching, Learning and
Leadership 2020-09-17
selected articles published in the journal critical studies in mass communication between
1984 and 1989 suitable as a culture studies text annotation copyright book news inc portland
or

Critical Perspectives on Media and Society 1991
this edited volume brings together the perspectives of a diverse group of international
scholars to explore the intersections of study abroad and social mobility in doing so it
challenges universalist assumptions and power imbalances implicit in study abroad across
the global north and south and explores the implications of covid 19 for equity within study
abroad programs policy and practice going forward offering empirical theoretical and
conceptual contributions critical perspectives on equity and social mobility in study abroad
foregrounds critical reflection on the stratification of access to study abroad and examines
the varied outcomes of international study in relation to graduates entry into domestic and
international labor markets focusing on the experiences and outcomes of students from
varied backgrounds chapters identify a number of power imbalances relating to student race
ethnicity religion local and international policies and politics and put forward valuable
recommendations to ensure greater equity within the field against the backdrop of growing
criticism over the power imbalances in international exchange this text will benefit
researchers academics and educators with an interest in higher education international and
comparative education and multicultural education those interested in educational policy and
the sociology of education more broadly will also benefit from this book

Critical Perspectives on Equity and Social Mobility in
Study Abroad 2021-07-22
whether understood in a narrow sense as the popular works of a small number of white male
authors or as a larger more diffuse movement twenty first century scholars journalists and
activists from all sides in the atheism versus theism debate have noted the emergence of a
particular form of atheism frequently dubbed new atheism the present collection has been
brought together to provide a scholarly yet accessible consideration of the place and impact
of new atheism in the contemporary world combining traditional and innovative approaches
chapters draw on the insights of philosophers religious studies scholars sociologists
anthropologists and literary critics to provide never before seen insights into the relationship
between new atheism science gender sexuality space philosophy fiction and much more with
contributions from australia germany and the united kingdom the volume also presents
diversity in regard to religious irreligious commitment with contributions from atheists
theists and more agnostic orientations new atheism critical perspectives and contemporary
debates features an up to date overview of current research on new atheism a foreword from
stephen bullivant co editor of the oxford handbook of atheism and eleven new chapters with
extensive bibliographies that will be important to both a general audience and to those
conducting research in this area it provides a much needed fresh look at a contentious
phenomenon and will hopefully encourage the cooperation and dialogue which has
predominantly been lacking in relevant contemporary debates

New Atheism: Critical Perspectives and Contemporary
Debates 2017-06-07
in a critical analysis of conventional understanding leading authors claire davis and marisa
silvestri present bold new conceptualisations of police leadership drawing on empirical
research in criminology sociology and leadership studies they present a thoughtful critique of
the nature and practice of leadership in contemporary policing the book critically explores
the identities of leaders and their positions within wider organisational structures and
processes provides a critique of contemporary reform to police professionalisation training
and education equalities and diversity by situating these developments within wider historical
social and political context draws on critical theory to offer an alternative challenging and
novel interpretation of police leaders as not simply the result of individual experiences and



attitudes but of the social institutional and historical processes of policing and the cultures
that exist within it points towards future directions and a reimagining of leadership in the
police accessible and stimulating this is an essential text for policing students and valuable
reading for current leaders and those interested in policing criminology and leadership

Critical Perspectives on Police Leadership 2020-03-11
an up to date reader of critical essays on kazuo ishiguro by leading international academics

Kazuo Ishiguro 2009
first published in 1989 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Critical Perspectives On Educational Leadership
2005-08-12
this volume explores which relations produce or maintain masculinities and certain gendered
systems of power and the consequences of these gender constructions that further gender
research to understand the meanings of masculinity masculinities and relationalities as
critical concepts in gender studies it takes a wide theoretical grip that spans over several
research fields from a feminist perspective it critically investigates masculinities as
relationally constructed by scrutinizing which relations construct masculinity within a certain
gendered system of power such as the nation the family or the workplace and explores how
this is done in relation to what is hence in spite of its almost vulgar rhetorical simplicity an
important question in investigating and problematizing gender

Critical Perspectives on Masculinities and
Relationalities 2016-05-30
the studies in this volume investigate how multilingual education involves a critical
engagement with questions of identity and culture and a movement towards new ways of
being and belonging it addresses previously under explored issues in particular the
integration of theories like thirdness and practices of language education and maintenance
with relevance to the asia pacific region the analyses reveal the delicate balance of interests
of all stakeholders and offer detailed insights into the reality of multilingual education with
specific examples of chinese english japanese and tamil in a globalised world effective
language education has become increasingly important and the studies presented here have
the potential to inform and advance evidence based multilingual education through adding
important dimensions of theoretical exploration and refreshing empirical resources

Critical Perspectives on Language Education 2014-07-24
the assessment in legal education book series offers perspectives on assessment in legal
education across a range of common law jurisdictions each volume in the series provides
information on assessment practices and cultures within a jurisdiction a sample of innovative
assessment practices and designs in a jurisdiction insights into how assessment can be used
effectively across different areas of law different stages of legal education and the
implications for regulation of legal education assessment appreciation of the multidisciplinary
and interdisciplinary research bases that are emerging in the field of legal education
assessment generally analyses and suggestions of how assessment innovations may be
transferred from one jurisdiction to another the series will be useful for those seeking a
summary of the assessment issues facing academics students regulators lawyers and others
in the jurisdictions under analysis the exemplars of assessment contained in each volume may
also be valuable in assisting cross jurisdictional fertilisation of ideas and practices this first
volume focuses on assessment in law schools in england it begins with an introduction to
some recent trends in the culture and practice of legal education assessment the first chapter
focuses on the general regulatory context of assessment and learning in that jurisdiction
while the remainder of the book offers useful exemplars and expert critical discussion of
assessment theories and practices the series is based in the pearl centre profession education
and regulation in law in the australian national university s college of law



Critical Perspectives on the Scholarship of Assessment
and Learning in Law 2019-07-31
examines contemporary issues on the preservation of the oceans and sea life covering such
topics as global warming water pollution and declines in fish population and diversity

Critical Perspectives on the Oceans 2006-07-15
examines contemporary issues on energy resources and power covering such topics as fossil
fuels nuclear energy energy storage and alternative energy sources

Critical Perspectives on Energy and Power 2006-08-15
presents seventeen articles that were originally published in scientific american dating from
1998 to 2005

Critical Perspectives on Natural Disasters 2006-07-15
essays discuss the relationship between politics and environmentalism including methods
proposed and those used to solve environmental problems how regulation has changed over
the years and how trade affects the environment

Critical Perspectives on Politics and the Environment
2006-07-15
the first british writer to win the booker prize on two separate occasions for wolf hall in 2009
and its sequel bring up the bodies in 2012 hilary mantel is one of the most popular and
lauded novelists working today hilary mantel contemporary critical perspectives is a critical
guide to mantel s work from her earliest novels through to her recent thomas cromwell
fictions including analysis of her short story collections and memoir chapters cover such
topics as mantel s engagement with history to her deployment of the spectral and her
extensive intertextuality the book also includes a comprehensive interview with mantel
herself that explores her work and career bloomsbury publishing

Hilary Mantel 2019
this book explores key policy issues related to early childhood education through the
contributions of various professionals in the field the editors provide a vision practical and
possible of early childhood education in the 1990s part i delves into the complex world both
personal and professional of the classroom teacher the essays in part ii look at issues of the
school community including the roles of class race gender and exceptionality finally part iii
examines the relationship between schools and the community at large and how complex
issues find their way into social and economic policies that often stifle rather than support
the democratic vision of american schools taken as a whole the volume presents a stimulating
discussion of the current state of early childhood education policy and practice

Critical Perspectives on Early Childhood Education
1991-01-01
critical perspectives past and present this first volume in the amistad literary series analyses
the work of nobel and pulitzer prize winning author toni morrison who is generally regarded
to be the most formally sophisticated novelist in the history of african american literature
contributors include margaret atwoodbarbara christian and john irving

Toni Morrison 1993
leading scholars explore the work of andrea levy with chapters covering each of her novels
including small island and a new interview with the author



Andrea Levy 2014-05-08
explores the cause and effect of the great stock market crash on october 29 1929 that
become known as black tuesday a decade of struggle for the american people and the
promised new deal

Critical Perspectives on the Great Depression 2005
primary and secondary source documents discuss the role of governments and corporations
in globalizing the world how globalization affects economies the role of technology
globalization and society and the future of globalization

Critical Perspectives on Globalization 2006-01-15

Julian Barnes 2011-09-01
decades of investigations into diversity in the workplace have created mixed answers about
what kinds of effects it has on employees and teams and whether or not it can be managed
effectively to generate positive outcomes for organizations in contrast to mainstream work
from management and psychology critical views on workplace diversity have emerged that
seek to grasp more fully the messy social and political realities of workplace diversity as they
operate in context critical perspectives on diversity in organizations therefore seeks to review
integrate and build upon emerging critical perspectives on workplace diversity to help give a
fuller understanding of how employee differences affect workplace interactions relationships
employment inequality culture and society critical perspectives help to fill in and openly
recognize many of the more far reaching issues that pure management and psychology
approaches can leave out issues of power inequality politics history culture and lived
experiences if organizations do not try to take these issues into account and critically reflect
on them then diversity management is likely to remain a relatively blunt instrument or worse
a hollow piece of rhetoric this book will be of interest to international graduate students and
researchers working on topics associated with equality diversity and inclusion in
organizations as well as various organizational practitioners and activists engaged with these
issues

Critical Perspectives on Diversity in Organizations
2020-12-29
primary and secondary source documents discuss the history of al qaeda who comprises the
group osama bin laden and his ideology al qaeda and the united states and al qaeda s place in
the world

Critical Perspectives on Al Qaeda 2006-01-15
examines contemporary issues on world climate covering such topics as climate changes in
prehistoric times the effects of vegetation and methane on the earth s temperatures and the
impact of global warming

Critical Perspectives on World Climate 2006-08-15
presents a collection of primary source documents and articles written from the time of the
war to the present

Critical Perspectives on World War I 2004-07-15
one of the most hotly debated subjects in current events is the use of force by police
personnel in recent years protests have taken place over most of the united states after
several high profile cases in which excessive force during arrests was claimed this volume
examines opinions surrounding police action in the united states and abroad such as
arguments in favor of or against controversial policies such as stop and frisk through this



wide spectrum of experiences students are encouraged to reach their own conclusions using
the information they have read and synthesized

Critical Perspectives on Effective Policing and Police
Brutality 2017-12-15
james langston hughes 1902 1967 with a career that spanned the harlem renaissance of the
twenties and black arts movement of the sixties langston hughes was the most prolific black
poet of his era between 1926 when he published his pioneering the weary blues to 1967 the
year of his death when he published the panther and the lash hughes would write sixteen
books of poems two novels seven collections of short stories two autobiographies five works
of nonfiction and nine children s books he would edit nine anthologies of poetry folklore short
fiction and humor he also translated jaques roumain nicolás guillén gabriela mistral federico
garcia lorca and write at least thirty plays it is not surprising that hughes was known
variously as shakespeare in harlem and as the poet laureate of the american negro from the
preface by henry louis gates jr

Langston Hughes 2000-02-11
this volume is a pioneering contribution to the study of food politics and critical agrarian
studies where food sovereignty has emerged as a pivotal concept over the past few decades
with a wide variety of social movements on the ground experiments and policy innovations
flying under its broad banner despite its large and growing popularity the history theoretical
foundations and political program of food sovereignty have only occasionally received in
depth analysis and critical scrutiny this collection brings together both longstanding scholars
in critical agrarian studies such as philip mcmichael bina agarwal henry bernstein jan douwe
van der ploeg and marc edelman as well as a dynamic roster of early and mid career
researchers the ultimate aim is to advance this important frontier of research and organizing
and put food sovereignty on stronger footing as a mobilizing frame a policy objective and a
plan of action for the human future this volume was published as part one of the special
double issue celebrating the 40th anniversary of the journal of peasant studies

Critical Perspectives on Food Sovereignty 2017-10-02
this book brings together leading scholars in the field to provide insights on economics of
education the book begins with an overview of education and human capacity development
and looks at the production of education through individuals learning education financing
and the role of individual circumstances it also analyses the complex relationship between
education and mobility and highlights what key challenges for education systems in a global
world are each chapter provides detailed analysis of interesting and policy relevant topics in
the fields of education economics and human capacity development this book is a useful
reference for those who wish to understand the changing landscape and models of higher
education in the context of digital advances and innovation it will also be of interest to those
in the areas of education and training

Critical Perspectives on Economics of Education
2022-05-18
this volume offers a critical perspective on current views on linguistic fixity and fluidity in
sociolinguistics and highlights empirical accounts alternative to prevailing trends in the field
featuring accounts from a broad range of regional contexts the collection takes stock of such
terms as polylingualism metrolingualism and translanguaging to question perceptions around
multilingual and monolingual language use the book critiques the status of fluid language use
as a more natural language practice and in turn its greater potential for corresponding social
transformation demonstrating the value of linguistic fixity and the continuous debate
between fixity and fluidity in multilingual speakers lives in providing these accounts the book
seeks not to advocate for linguistic fixity or fluidity but to argue that sociolinguists pay close
attention to the way both types of linguistic practice open up or close down avenues for social
transformation this collection is a key reading for graduate students and scholars in
sociolinguistics multilingualism and linguistic anthropology



Critical Perspectives on Linguistic Fixity and Fluidity
2018-12-21
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